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Wireless projector HAVIT PJ207 PRO (white)

HAVIT PJ207 PRO Wireless Projector / OHVIT Projector (white).
Portable cinema at your fingertips! HAVIT PJ207 PRO supports 4K quality and features a high contrast ratio. The product is so compact
and  handy  that  its  storage,  and  possible  transportation  will  not  cause  you  any  problems.  The  product  uses  WiFi,  which  allows  you  to
synchronize the image. It supports stereo sound, for even better immersion during gaming, and its operation is surprisingly quiet.
 
Thoughtful design
The PJ207 PRO features a thoughtful design. A low weight of just 460.6 grams, it allows you to transport the projector conveniently and
store it effortlessly. Enjoy the freedom of a Havit brand projector!
 
Android TV 9.0
The HAVIT PJ207 PRO projector, is compatible with Android TV 9.0, so you can project your favorite game on the big screen and get the
ultimate entertainment experience. What's more, you can use the projector to watch movies from Netflix or YouTube and use many other
popular apps.
 
Excellent image quality
The wireless projector supports 1080 p HD resolution. It  features a resolution of 1280 x 720 p and a projector brightness of  110 ANSI
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lumens. The solutions used ensure excellent image quality, richness of details and excellent color reproduction. The device allows you to
perform trapezoidal correction, so you will eliminate errors made when setting up the projector.
 
Image synchronization
The PJ207 PRO allows you to connect wirelessly to your smartphone or tablet, which is a great option for all gamers. You don't need any
additional receivers, just a WiFi connection to sync the two images.
 
Wide compatibility
The device is equipped with ports; HDMI, USB, AV and 3.5mm AUX. This makes the projector stand out for its wide compatibility and you
can easily connect it to your computer, PS4 console, TV and many other devices.
 
High-quality sound
The product features HIFI stereo sound, which ensures clear sound and extraordinary immersion while playing your favorite games. In
addition, the PJ207 PRO operates extremely quietly, not exceeding 28 dB.
 
Brand
Havit
Model
PJ207 PRO
Name
Wireless projector / projector
Color
White
Display type
LCD 2.69''
Brightness
110 ANSI lumens
Native resolution
1280 x 720 p
Projection area
20-140 ''
Maximum projection area
140 ''
Aspect ratio
16:9 / 4:3
Wi-Fi
Yes
Wireless connection
Yes
Supported system
Android
Android version
9.0
Projection distance
0.83 - 3 m
LED bulb life
40, 000 h
Inputs / outputs
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AV, HDMI, USB, Mini Jack 3.5 mm
Speaker
3W
Power consumption
43 W
Volume level
≤28 dB
Dimensions
154 x 131 x 62.8 mm
Weight
460.4 g

Price:

€ 116.00

IT Accessories, Projector
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